
Vietnam's old cars will be making way for
something new

Dennis and Chris, in Giza

Greetings!

Welcome to this month's e-newsletter!  Thank you for reading, and for being part of the Zoom
family, opening minds and hearts through travel, while having an incredible time doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

 Transportation Gets Interesting in Vietnam
Vietnam: Spring rolls and rice noodles. Halong
Bay and Surprise Cave.  Swarming scooters
and self-driving cars.
Wait, what?
 
Vietnam has decided that their famously buzzing
streets of weaving scooters and ad hoc traffic patterns
were missing something. Enter the debut of the self-
driving car in Vietnam. The cars transport tourists
between Mong Cai, Vietnam and Dongxing, China.
That's right, the autonomous cars will cross the
China/Vietnam border and escort you through
immigration procedures. The pilot period ends in
January, leaving plenty of time for them to work out the kinks in case any Zoom travelers
decide to become South-East Asian transport pioneers and give the robot cars a try in March
during our Vietnam Cambodia tour.

 Read about our next tour to Vietnam and Cambodia

 Featured Travelers: Chris & Dennis, from Churchville, NY
Chris and Dennis have been on a number of Zoom
Vacations tours, from Australia to Peru, and they are
always such great travelers that we were thrilled that
they were able to join us recently for Zoom Egypt. 
 
Zoom:  What drove your interest to visit Egypt?  When
is your earliest recollection of wanting to go?
Chris:  I have always been fascinated by Egyptian
history and culture.  I would watch every documentary
and read every book I could at the time.  Dennis was

just lucky enough to marry me.

Zoom:  What was the single best, or most fascinating site or ruin that you saw?

Read the entire interview
 

 Gay Travel, Straight Travel: What's the Difference?
By Bryan Herb
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"Boy Soup" Party in South Africa

Photo by Zoom Traveler, Brian Mattes

The Maldives: The Picture of Paradise

I am on a flight from Chicago to Puerto Rico, where I
will board a mega-yacht to explore Caribbean islands.
 For over 15 years, my company, Zoom Vacations has
been designing luxury gay group trips to points all over
the world, and this is one of our tours.  It will have
many of the components shared by all of our gay
group trips: gay travelers, luxury accommodations,
incredible food, attention-to-detail, and special events.
 It will also have something else: straight travelers. 

More and more, companies such as mine are noticing
a trend: more straight travelers are joining our gay group trips.  There are several reasons
why, but as I crack open my laptop to write about the changing world of gay travel, one
question pervades my thoughts: what is gay travel, and what does it mean for today. How is
travel empirically gay or straight, and how can one even address this issue without the use of
copious stereotypes? The short answer is, you can't; so if stereotypes bug you, you may want
to go back to your vente machiato latte and cranberry orange muffin and see what's trending
on Twitter because this article isn't for you.

Now, even though Zoom Vacations specializes in gay group tours, we design separately for
the straight, or, mainstream market as well, and yes, there is a difference in the look and feel
of the travel experience. 

Click here to read on and discover 10 things that make gay travel different

 Zoom Traveler-Taken Photo: And the Winner is
Brian Mattes!
Last month, we invited our travelers to send your best
beach-y or summer-y photos from your Zoom
Vacation.  We received many wonderful photos, but
there is one that we just kept coming back to.
It's not a photo that conjures thoughts of beach or
summer, but at the same time, the play of sunlight in
this photo captivated us at Zoom.  Seeing the golden
fur of the Leopard, ignited by sunshine next to the sun-
bleached tree, just seemed to say "summer" the more
we looked at it.   This photo was taken on Zoom
Southern Africa.

 Zooming with Joel
Time is a Factor

John from Kansas asks:  If you could suggest a place
to go to right now where would it be and why?    

Two places come to mind - Cuba and the
Maldives.  Cuba because it will change forever once
the rest of the world is able to travel there and
establish businesses.  Having served as something of
a time-capsule during the US-Cuba embargo, the

country is already witnessing some of the social and economic effects of increased
globalization. Because Cuba is relatively poor and very bureaucratic, change is slower than
anticipated. Still, regulations are continuously evolving and Cuba is becoming more and more
accessible to American tourists and I recommend getting there sooner rather than later.  
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READ ABOUT OUR TOUR TO PERU IN JUNE

Keep in mind that although we have re-established diplomatic relations and eased the
embargo and eased travel restrictions for US citizens, the embargo is still in effect as a
whole. 

Second, the Maldives.  Talk about change in a vanishing paradise, the reality is that if sea
water levels continue to rise at current rates, the Maldives will be completely erased from
Earth by 2046.  I would certainly be upset if someone told me my country would be completely
submerged in water in my lifetime.  So, there are two places you should go to NOW!  Don't
wait. In the near future, traces of Cuba's authenticity and the Maldives's landmass are both
under threat.  
Luckily, Zoom Vacations makes it easy for you to get to both Cuba and Maldives with just
an email or a phone call.

Check out our trip to Cuba for New Years

 Destination & Travel Trivia Fact of the Month

PERU
The National University of San Marcos is the oldest in the
Americas and was founded on the 12th of May of 1551

 Thank you for being part of our family

At Zoom Vacations, we know that your time is valuable, and we thank you for sharing your time
to hear from us.  If you ever have a travel question or topic you would like to hear more about,
please let us know!

Sincerely,

Your friends at Zoom Vacations
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Zoom Vacations
773.772.9666
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